
Encompass casegoods embrace workspaces with 
individual style and finesse at an affordable price.

Encompass



Finely crafted in select American hardwood veneers, this 
modern office solution features clean lines, flush fit wall 
applications, and tailoring options galore. With Encompass, 
smart design is about creativity at a great price.

There’s no limit to the number of configurations that can 
be created from the multitude of component shapes and 
sizes, materials, pulls, and edges, including an exclusive 
waterfall option. Capture modern style or give way to 
simple functionality.

Encompass is responsible too. It considers the environment 
by using renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to 
achieve BIFMA level® certification. 

PERSONALIZATION  
AT THE RIGHT PRICE.



Clean. Contemporary. Customizable.
A flexible, contemporary line with a multitude of 
options, Encompass brings value to beauty. Featuring 
16 pull options, five solid wood edge details, a range of 
hutch options, and catalyzed varnish finishes in walnut, 
cherry, and maple with durable HPL options, this line is 
well suited for commercial interiors and beyond.  

Encompass is the go-to option when speed, a classic 
contemporary look, and value are the key objectives.



Details & Options:
File Drawers/Locking 
File drawers feature heavy duty full extension slides 
that support heavy loads and carry a lifetime warranty. 
Pedestal Locking system ensures privacy by locking all 
drawers with the turn of one key. Removable lock cores 
allow for rekeying at a later date.

Wood grain vinyl wrapped drawer interiors feature 
mitered corners and provide a smooth, clean, finished 
look. Five-sided drawer construction allows for easy 
removal of drawer fronts.

Optional Center Drawer 
Optional center drawer with pencil tray offers additional 
and convenient storage to keep desk tops clutter free.

Manage Wires 
Route power and data cables away from desktops for 
clutter free worksurfaces. Silver or black grommets are 
standard in back panels of returns, bridges, credenzas, 
and hutch units.

Stay Powered 
Having power and data within reach has never been more 
important. With a range of options, Encompass allows 
users to stay easily connected.  

Finishes, Edges, and Pulls:
Wood Veneer Chassis, with Wood Veneer or HPL Laminate Tops

Clear Maple
CM

Golden Cherry
GC

Select Cherry
SCH

Harvest Walnut
HW

Artisan Walnut
AW

Columbian Walnut
CO

Dark Forest Walnut
DFW

Espresso
EW

Legacy Walnut
LW

Shaker Cherry
SKC

Williamsburg Cherry
WC

Dark Cherry
DC

Williamsburg Walnut
WW

Mahogany Walnut
MW

Available in High Pressure Laminate Tops

Edge Options:

Waterfall
N

Bevel
B

Radius
A

Flute
X

Square
Y

Aluminum Arc
AAC

Aluminum Elite
AEL

Aluminum Focus
AFC

Aluminum Quadra
AQD

Aluminum Buckle
ABU

Black Arc
BAC

Black Elite
BEL

Black Focus
BFC

Black Quadra
BQD

Black Buckle
BBU

Aluminum Orbit
AOR

Nickel Bow Tie
NBT

Black Orbit
BOR

Black Bow Tie
BBT

Aluminum Flair
AFL

Chrome Flair
CFL

Pull Options:

Complete Your Look 
Occasionally you need a perfect little table to complete 
the look or fill a need in your space. Encompass offers end 
tables and magazine tables to complement your suite of 
casegoods, or for use in a reception area or waiting room.

Aluminum Beam
ABM

Black Beam
BBM
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The Beauty of Wood.
The depths of our veneers and woodgrain laminates add to 
the beauty of any environment, and feature low-emitting 
finish systems to meet indoor air quality standards.


